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GRAPHICS #1 
Learning about layout & lettering is 
basic to all designers who use 
graphic communication skills  
SIMPLE GRAPHIC DESIGN & 
LETTERING 
 
 
PURPOSE of these notes: 
• To review basic principles of using typefaces, text and 
composition in SIMPLE GRAPHIC DESIGN 
• To introduce the CATEGORIES of typefaces (fonts) and 
when they work/not 
• To investigate SOURCE OF IDEAS about graphic 
design: books, magazines, Internet and everyday life! 
 
The four basic principles of TYPE design: 
CONTRAST   C ! 
REPETITION  R ! 
ALIGNMENT  A ! 
PROXIMITY  P ! 
[Williams 1994:14] 
PROXIMITY 
• PURPOSE: to ORGANIZE! (by product of organising 
information is 'white space'!) 
• Items in close proximity, become one visual unit 
• Related items should be grouped together 
• Be conscious of where your eye travels – make it logical 
to help effective communication! 
• Use squinting the eyes to simplify what you see – count 
how many times your eye stops – reduce that! 
[Williams 1994:26] 
Proximity: what to avoid! 
• "Avoid too many separate elements on a page. 
• Don't stick things in the corners and the middle. 
• Avoid leaving equal amounts of white space between 
elements unless each group is part of a subset. 
• Avoid even a split second of confusion over whether a 
headline, a subhead, a caption, a graphic, etc., belongs 
with its related material. Create a relationship among 
elements with close proximity.  
• Don't create relationships with elements that don't 
belong together! If they are not related, move them apart 
from each other." 
[Williams 1994:26] 
ALIGNMENT 
• PURPOSE: to UNIFY/ORGANISE 
• Result looks sophisticated (if right font chosen) 
• Even if elements are not physically close, they can still 
be aligned to APPEAR connected. 
• "AVOID using more than ONE text alignment on the page 
(that is. Don't centre some text and right-align other 
text)." 
• Be careful of using centered alignment: choose it 
consciously, not by default. 
[Williams 1994:42] 
REPETITION  
• PURPOSE: to unify and add visual interest (if it looks 
interesting, it is more likely to be read!) 
• Repetition  being consistent! Especially in multiple 
page documents – headers, footers, headings, bullet 
lists, main body text… 
• "AVOID repeating the element so much it becomes 
annoying or overwhelming. Be conscious of the value of 
contrast…" 
[Williams 1994:52] 
CONTRAST 
PURPOSE: to create interest & to help unify. 
• Contrast your typefaces, line thicknesses, colours, 
shapes, sizes, space, etc.  
• Be strong! Contrast with STRENGTH! 
• AVOID using contrast that confuses the reader from a 
logical ordering or removes the focus from the real issue.  
[Williams 1994:62] 
 
 
REVIEW an example – the centralised horror! 
 
[Williams 1994:63] 
 
(1) Proximity in action… 
 
[Williams 1994:64] 
 
White 
space 
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(2) Alignment in action… 
 
[Williams 1994:65] 
 
(3) Repetition in action… 
 
[Williams 1994:66] 
 
(4) Contrast in action… 
 
[Williams 1994:67] 
 
Designing with TYPE 
"Type is one of the most eloquent means of expression in 
every epoch of style. Next to architecture, it gives the most 
characteristic portrait of a period and the most severe 
testimony of a nation's intellectual status." 
 Peter Behrens. 
[Williams 1994:72] 
 
Anatomy of a Letter 
 
[Yelland 1997:15] 
 
 
 
6 CATEGORIES of typefaces = fonts 
 
[Williams 1994:83] 
 
CATEGORIES EXPLAINED & EXAMPLES LISTED on next 
page. 
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(1) OLDSTYLE  
 
[Williams 1994:84] 
 
 
(2) MODERN 
 
[Williams 1994:85] 
 
 
(3) SLAB SERIF: 
 
[Williams 1994:86] 
 
 
 
(4) SANS SERIF 
 
[Williams 1994:87] 
 
(5) SCRIPT 
 
"Scripts are like cheesecake – they should be eaten 
sparingly." 
[Williams 1994:89] 
 
 
(6) DECORATIVE 
 
[Williams 1994:90] 
 
Times New Roman ??? 
Arial Tahoma 
Montotype Corsiva 
Whimsy ICG Heavy  
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Relationships of Type/s 
CONCORDANT 
Using "only one type family, without much variety in style, 
size, weight, and so on." Easy to be harmonious, to appear 
quiet, sedate or formal…or downright dull! 
 
CONFLICTING 
"Combine typefaces that are similar in style, size, weight 
and so on." Often disturbing results as it is neither 
sufficiently concordant nor contrasting! 
 
CONTRASTING 
Combine separate typefaces and elements that are distinctly 
different. The big contrasts tend to attract the eye the most. 
[Williams 1994:75] 
 
 
Type: CONTRAST summary 
 
 
 
[Williams 1994:123] 
 
 
The Graphic Design Process… 
• "Start with the focal point. Decide what your readers 
want to see first…create your focal point with strong 
contrasts." 
• "Group your information into logical groups: decide on 
the relationship between these groups."  using 
proximity. 
• "… create and maintain strong alignments." An 
existing element (strong edge of a photograph) can be a 
clue for where to start… 
• "Create a repetition, or find items that can have a 
repetitive  connection."  typeface, rule, bullet… 
• "... strong contrasts will attract a reader's eye." 
Contrast needs difference – not everything should be 
bold/small etc. 
[Williams 1994:124] 
 
Increase Your Visual Awareness! 
• SEE IT  keep a swap file or idea file or 'morgue' 
(flyers, brochures, graphic images, packaging, 
advertising, etc.) 
• SAY IT  take time to analyse what is so right about 
something you see (remember proximity, alignment, 
repetition, contrast!) 
• SKETCH IT  take a piece of poorly designed work and 
sketch an improvement, or photocopy poor work, cut it 
up and rearrange the bits to work more effectively! 
[Williams 1994:71] 
 
   
 
To finish… 
"The basic law of breaking the rules is to know what the 
rules are in the first place. If you can justify breaking the 
rules – and the result works – go ahead!" 
[Williams 1994:134] 
 
 
 
GRAPHIC DESIGN & LETTERING REFERENCES 
 
Williams, Robin (1994), The Non-Designer's Design Book, 
Berkeley, CA: Peachpit Press. 
Yelland, Jill (1997), Typo Survival Kit: for all type emergencies, 
Perth: Press for Success. [Great glossary of terms source] 
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GRAPHICS #2 
Accurate descriptions of intentions 
& requirements are what the 
builders and makers of your 
designs require  
= technical drawing 
TECHNICAL DRAWING 
REMINDERS 
 
 
• To remind students of importance of technical drawing 
skills for designers and planners 
• To review of the major concepts of technical drawing and 
provides selected sources for further investigation, 
including, setting out, dimensioning & annotating 
• To provide some self-help exercises and further 
references. 
 
Types of Technical Drawings  
What separates technical drawing from the other forms of 
graphics that contribute to the design process and realisation 
of ideas?  
• DESIGN DRAWINGS  
– exploratory sketches (freehand) 
– option diagrams  
– concept drawings 
– design development  
– sketch details 
• WORKING DRAWINGS  
– context/location drawings 
– form, arrangement and assembly drawings 
Also see "graphic spectrum" in Thomas 1999 pp.1-2 to 1-7 
BASIC TOOLS… 
What are the basic tools (instruments, other equipment, 
drawing media) used for drafting? What are their purposes – 
care of – reproduction processes etc. 
 
How do we use these instruments and associated 
equipment?  
• drawing board, parallel rules (T-squares & drafting 
machine alternatives), adjustable set squares, scales  
• pencils and pens  
• compass, protractor, and other drawing aids  
 
LINES… 
What do we mean by line types and widths & why do use 
them?  
• explore the variety of common line types and some 
common conventions of use  
• explore the effects of various line weights  
• hachures and hatching  
Also check out CHING 1990:35-56 
Australian Standard AS 1100.301 "Technical Drawing – 
Architectural Drawing (1985)" … more on this in Landscape 
Construction unit later. 
 
LETTERING… 
What are the principles of good lettering? [ making it 
legible!!!!!! ] 
• Lettering Styles  
• UPPER CASE versus lower case  
• vertical {regular} versus sloping {italic} 
• setting up guidelines  
• draw a practice sheet for recurrent use  
 
Making a practice lettering base sheet… 
• Use MS Word to make a guideline sheet 
• Make a TABLE (one column, with 5 rows to start) 
• Make the varying row widths by changing font size in 
alternate rows: e.g. 
for thin pens (Artline 2000, 0.3mm etc) – make line 4mm 
(for lettering) & 2mm (spacer) apart;  
then repeat these rows as many times as possible to fit 
on A4 sheet) 
• Add 'internal border' =  lines!  
• Don't add text! (except the file name, so you print it out 
again!)  
• PRINT out guide sheet and PRACTICE!!! 
 
Width of guidelines is determined by size of pen! See here… 
 
 
Remember to leave room for ascenders & descenders when 
using lower case letters. 
 
COMPONENTS in the TECHNICAL DRAWING  
What are the principles of plan, elevation and section 
drawing?  
• deciding the location of plans and sections on a sheet  
• full versus hidden detail  
• value of varied line weights in effective communication  
• common conventions for representation of materials 
SEE Thomas 1999 pp.1-8 & 1-9 
TYPICAL TECHNICAL DRAWING LAYOUT (part) 
 
Plan Perspective 
 
Elevations 
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ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS… 
What are the principles of orthographic projection (ie 
coordinated sets of plans, elevations and sections) as the 
primary communication process in technical drawings? 
• single and two view projections  
• three (and more) view drawings  = third angle projections  
• three (and more) view drawings = first angle projections  
• larger scale details  
See Lexie Smiles' video (QUT/GP library) 
 
 
Examples… 
Applied exercise in multiple orthographic projections  
• standard sheet sizes and working area layouts  
• checklisting required drawn information   
• principles of laying out the sheet of drawings to suit the 
problem  
• execution of work required  
 
TRADITIONAL COMPOSITION: sheet orientation… 
 
NB. Horizontal or Landscape format is the MOST COMMON 
working drawing orientation. 
 
TRADITIONAL COMPOSITION OF A SHEET: using a title 
block 
 
 
Essential TITLE BLOCK data 
• Scale 
• North point 
• Date 
• Title of project 
• Title of drawing / sheet 
• Location of Job 
• Designer / Draftsperson / Client's Names  
• + Legend or Schedules 
See EXTRAS!! Section, page 76. 
 
Traditional compositions with title blocks… 
 
 
Traditional Composition: SHEET LAYOUT 
• Pre-plan; use mock ups to arrange images on sheet; 
avoid starting at one corner and finding out half way 
through that things won't all fit! 
• Observe guidelines & margins 
• Arrange images LOGICALLY in SEQUENCE! 
• MAKE IT EASY TO READ!  
Avoid the distraction of jazzy graphics! 
 
Traditional Composition…  
TYPICAL COMPONENTS OF A SHEET: 
 
DRAWINGS  
• Plans, elevations, sections, perspectives, etc. 
 
LETTERING 
• Freehand 
• Stencilled 
• stick-on (Letraset or home-made sticky-back photocopy) 
• printout from computer word-processor 
 
OTHER GRAPHICS  
(for non-documentation drawings – used only on concept 
drawings to show client, community, etc.) 
• Lines, symbols, tones, colours, patterns etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TRADITIONAL COMPOSITION: a range of images on one 
sheet 
 
Typically, the plan is located bottom left. 
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SETTING OUT, DIMENSIONING & ANNOTATING  
What are the standard units of the Systême Internationale 
d'Unites (SI system) used in construction documentation?  
See Thomas 1999 pp.1-11 & 1-12 
 
The 'A' series is the most commonly used in the design 
professions (dimension in mm): 
A0 1189mm  x  841mm  
A1 841 x 594 
A2 594 x 420 
A3 420 x 297 
A4 297 x  210 
A5 210 x  148 
A6 148 x  105 
A7 105 x  74 
A8 74 x  52 
A9 52 x 37 
A10 37 x 26 
 
 
SI system applied to paper sizes: 'A' Series 
 
 
 
Dimensioning Drawings… 
What are the principles of setting out and dimensioning 
required to accurately define the extent of work required?  
• Horizontal set-out methods:  
conventional dimensioning;  
centrelines as the set-out control;  
grids and coordinates as the set-out control.  
• Vertical set-out methods:  
conventional dimensioning;  
use of relative levels  
 
Also see Thomas 1999: 1-10. 
 
Annotating Drawings… 
What are the principles of annotating drawings?  
• Sequencing information  
• Laying out blocks of annotations and use of guidelines  
• Hierarchy / lineweight of annotations  
 
Exercises… 
• checking the parallel rule is running true 
• fixing paper to the drawing board 
• check the "square" of the adjustable set square 
• how do we read a scale ruler 
• using the scale ruler on the drawing board 
• what are appropriate scales to use?  
See EXTRAS!! section, page 76. 
• drawing with a pencil 
• drawing with a drafting pen 
 
• DRAWING WITH THE ADJUSTABLE SET SQUARE ON 
THE PARALLEL RULE  
• vertical lines 
• lines at specific angles 
• parallel lines 
• inclined lines at right angles to each other 
• bisecting a line without a scale 
• constructing various geometric forms* 
• dividing a line into a given number of equal intervals 
• USING A COMPASS  
• adjusting, holding and describing circles and arcs 
• role of the circle template as an alternative 
• bisecting a line 
• constructing various geometric forms 
• connecting arcs and straight lines in a drawing  
• complete at least one A4 practice sheet of lettering 
 
EXERCISES: Patterns and Shapes 
To test your skills, draw these geometric patterns. They are 
all possible design patterns!  
Images ex Spanton (1961 [1902]:184-191) 
 (1) SQUARE GRID AT 90°   
 (2) SQUARE GRID AT 45°  
 
 (3) overlay of 1 and 2 
 
 (4) the 8-POINTED STAR 
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(5+6) DIAMOND GRIDS AT 60°   
  
(7-8) 60°  TRIANGULAR GRID  hexagon, 6-pointed star.  
This is the most efficient planting grid – orchardists use it for 
maximum coverage of land! 
 Either on square or on diagonal. 
(9) Square grid  wasteful planting grid 
Note the 'wasteful' gaps between the circles. 
  
(10) Overlapping circles on square grid 
 
  
(12) overlapping circles on triangular grid 
 (13) Fish scales; concentric part-
circles are the basis of traditional sett paving layout (see the 
granite setts in front of Qld Parliament House, George 
street). 
 
 (14) quartrefoils 
 
 
  
(15) intersecting circles  arcs  flowers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Draw the arc of the circle FIRST! Then the lines. 
(16) tangents to circles  the basis of path corners 
 
 
TECHNICAL DRAWING REFERENCES 
 
OLD STANDARDS, also the technical drawing guides from 
high school are most helpful; try these: 
Spanton, J. Humphrey (1961), 
Geometrical Drawing and Design. London: Macmillan. [First 
published 1902!] 
Reekie, Fraser (1985), 
Draughtsmanship: architectural and building graphics. 3 rd 
edition. London: Edward Arnold. 
 
For the BEST AND LATEST, try these: 
Yee, Rendow (1997), Architectural Drawing: a Visual Compendium 
of Types and Methods. New York: John Wiley. 
Reid, Grant W. (1987), Landscape Graphics. New York: Whitney 
Library of Design/Watson-Guptill. 
 
For special help with PERSPECTIVE DRAWING: 
D'Amelio, Joseph (1984), Perspective Drawing Handbook. New 
York: Van Nostrand Reinhold. 
Ching, Francis D.K. (1990), Drawing: A Creative Process. New 
York: Van Nostrand Reinhold. 
Something applicable to technical drawing that is needed for 
LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION unit: 
Thomas, Glenn S. (1999), Landscape Construction Notes, 
Melbourne: RAIA Practice Services. 
VIDEO presentations: 
Smiles, Lexie (2000), Drawing for the built environment, (2 videos: 
1 – Geometrical drawing in paraline systems; 2- Perspective 
Drawing.) Brisbane: QUT Educational TV Facility.  
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GRAPHICS #3 
Designers need to know the basics 
of 'hand' graphics before being 
able to make best use of 
computer technologies. 
DRAWING SHORTCUTS! 
 
 
Professional graphic artists (renderers and delineators) who 
produce high quality presentations can show ordinary 
designers lots of good ideas based on their wide experience. 
The following extracts of "QUICKTIPS" are from the excellent 
(but expensive) new graphics techniques text by Jim Leggitt 
(2002).  
 
TOPICS for this section: 
BASIC DRAWING TYPES 
• Thumbnail Drawing 
• Concept Drawing 
• Perspective Drawing  
• Paraline Drawing 
Start Your Drawings 
• Imagination Drawing 
• Direct Observation Drawing 
• Projected Images Drawing 
• Overlay and Tracing 
Learning Your CCCs 
• CAMERAS 
• COPIERS 
• COMPUTERS 
+Drawing Tools +Colour Drawing 
 
NOTE ON TERMS (US / EnglishAustralian) 
'TRACE or TRACING PAPER' = butter paper and/or yellow 
trace 
'VELLUM' = tracing paper (heavier weight/thickness, semi-
opaque) 
'MYLAR' = polyester film (less opaque, very durable & 
expensive!) 
 
Note on ISO cv. American units for ENVELOPES: 
9 x 12"  = 225 x 300mm  
11 x 17" = 275 x 475mm  
A4 sheet size  = 210 x 297mm  use envelope size C4  
A3 sheet size = 297 x 420mm  use envelope size C3  
 
QuickTips: Thumbnail Drawing  
(Leggitt 2002:23)Label a 9x12" [B4 size] envelope 
THUMBNAIL EXAMPLES FILE and begin filling it with 
examples of thumbnail drawings you find in magazines 
and newspapers. Use these examples for reference 
when you begin new thumbnail drawings. 
• [Glue] spray mount your thumbnail drawings on 8½x11" 
{A4 size] bond paper so you can copy them easily and 
keep them filed. 
• Unlike larger drawings with many images that can tell 
several different stories, a thumbnail drawing should 
have a simple, singular message. Don't try to show too 
much information. 
 
• If you're creating a series of thumbnail drawings that will 
be presented together, determine a similar size for all of 
the images and draw them in an identical style. The 
drawings will provide a consistent design theme and help 
reinforce each other. 
• Due to the small size of these drawings, try to keep the 
amount of time you spend on the drawing to a minimum. 
Work quickly and limit the amount of detail. 
• Adding colour to a thumbnail drawing sometimes 
enhances what would normally be a very sketchlike and 
difficult to understand. 
• Crop your image area and draw only the most important 
information. Figure out what is not essential to your story 
and leave that information off the drawing. 
• Work in black-and-white Linework only. Avoid using grey 
tones, because they-re difficult to reproduce at such a 
small scale. 
• Create the thumbnail at twice the size you want the final 
to be. Reduce the drawing 50% on a copier for the final 
reproduction.  
• Always keep a black-and-white copy of your initial line 
drawing before you add any shading or texture. That 
record of the drawing in its simple form can provide 
useful information to trace form for future drawings. It's 
harder to trace information after shading and textures 
have been added, and the black-and-white version of the 
drawing is also easier to reproduce in a newspaper or 
newsletter. 
 
QuickTips: Concept Drawing 
(Leggitt 2002:35)Label a 9x12" [A4 size] envelope 
CONCEPT DRAWING EXAMPLES FILE and store your 
smaller concept drawings in it. Create larger files for the 
11x17" [A3] drawings. This keeps your work flat and 
away from damaging sunlight. 
• If you are developing a series of concept drawings 
around a single theme, create variety among the views 
and try to avoid repeating the same elements, such as 
traced people, plants, graphics, and other objects. 
Repeated objects diminish the realism of the drawings. 
• Always add elements in your drawing that will help give it 
scale. For example, if you're drawing a landscape, try to 
include people, birds, plants, furniture, signs, lighting, or 
any other appropriate objects that wil enhance the 
subject of the drawing. 
• Avoid drawings sizes larger than 11x17" [A3]. 
• Don't hesitate to add wildlife to your drawing to help 
animate areas that otherwise would appear lifeless [but 
ensure they are appropriate for the place, e.g. Australian 
animals in Brisbane!]. Flying birds, geese on water, 
squirrels in grass, and dogs on a leash are good 
examples. 
• If you add signage to a drawing, avoid using real names 
of businesses [e.g. Macdonalds, Sizzler, etc.]. Make up 
your own store titles and graphics to maintain the unique 
character of your drawing and avoid drawing attention to 
actual commercial names. 
• Don't forget to add shadows to your drawings. An object 
will appear to float unless it has a shadow drawn 
beneath it. A soft shadow can suggest a diffused light 
source, while a hard shadow indicates an intense single 
light source, such as the sun. 
• You can enhance the appearance of a small original 
drawing done on vellum [tracing paper] simply by 
mounting it on a sheet of 11x17" [A3] white paper, 
using either clear tape or spray mount. 
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• If it's appropriate for the subject matter, incorporate 
people into your drawing. They always add character and 
scale to the image. 
• For the purposes of making colour or black-and-white 
copies, the optimum drawing size id 11x17" [A3]. Make 
your image no bigger than 10x16" [250x400mm] to allow 
for a border and white space between the image and the 
edge of the paper. 
• When you draw people, place them in active situations, 
interacting with each other and having fun. Happy faces 
always enhance the image and make for a more friendly 
looking drawing. 
• When adding shade to small areas of the drawing, you 
can accurately control the area of the shadow by using a 
triangle or straightedge [or your erasing shield] to draw 
against. 
• When having a diazo or digital print made from an 
original, don't assume that the print will come back to 
you perfectly exposed. Just like the 'lighter-darker" 
setting on a copier, diazo and digital machines have 
variable settings that can make your print lighter and 
darker. Ask the reproduction company to make small test 
strips for you to review so you can pick which exposure 
is best for your drawing. 
• Sign you name and the date in a lower corner on each of 
your drawings. It's a good idea in case your drawings are 
misplaced. It's also great advertising for you as a 
designer. 
 
QUICK TIPS: Perspective Drawing  
(Leggitt 20002:47) 
 
• The most realistic perspective view is from eye level. 
The fastest perspective to create is with a single 
vanishing point. 
• Place larger objects in the foreground of a perspective to 
reinforce a sense of depth and distance. Try blocking out 
your perspective drawing with some foreground detail, a 
middle ground with the majority of your subject, and a 
lightly delineated background. 
• Objects in the foreground should be coloured much 
brighter that objects in the distance. The change in 
colour intensity helps to reinforce the sense of depth in 
the drawing. 
• Sometimes a vanishing point can be far off the edge of 
your drawing paper. Place a pushpin into the drawing 
board at the vanishing point and use a long straightedge 
to draw your perspective lines. 
• Never go beyond a one-point perspective unless you 
must. Keeping it simple will save you a lot of time. 
• If you're drawing a bridge-level perspective of a building, 
try not to establish your horizon line much higher than 
the parapet line. Any higher and you'll begin to show too 
much of the building's roof. 
• Double-check the sizes of your people, vehicles, and 
other foreground objects to avoid proportional errors. 
Drawing these elements at incorrect sizes is an easy 
mistake when blocking out a perspective. 
• When incorporating people into an eye-level perspective, 
place their heads at the same height as the horizon line. 
People in the distance are smaller than the people in the 
foreground, but their eyes are all at the same level. 
• A fast and easy method of creating a perspective is to 
trace one that already exists, either in a photograph or in 
another drawing. Use the existing information as a layout 
tool to help you block out your drawing, then trace a new 
drawing from it. 
 
QUICK TIPS: Paraline Drawing  
(Leggitt 20002:51) 
 
• Although these are many different types of paraline 
drawings, you need to be familiar with only two: the 
axonometric drawing and the isometric drawing. These 
are the best paraline drawings choices and are worth 
trying. 
• If important views or information are hidden behind wall 
places, you can indicate those walls with Linework, but 
make them transparent so you can see through them in 
your drawing. 
• Exterior bird's eye views are the most effective types of 
axonometric drawings. Interior views are more difficult to 
achieve with a rotated-plan drawing, because you are 
looking down through a roof or ceiling. 
• Isometric drawings rely so much on 30-degree angles 
that it's a good idea to purchase a drafting angle with 30- 
and 60-degree angles. It is much quicker to draw with a 
preset triangle [set-square]! 
 
QUICK TIPS: Imagination Drawing  
(Leggitt 20002:59) 
 
• If you want your drawing to fit on 11x17" or 8½ x11" 
[A3 or A4] paper but you're drawing the image on an 
oversized piece of Mylar or tracing paper, you can put 
"crop marks" on the larger sheet to represent the final 
page size. An accurate way to establish the location of 
crop marks is to simply trace a sheet of paper that 
matches the final dimensions. 
• When drawing glass. The best way to indicate the 
transparency of the material is to draw objects on the 
other side of the glass, for example, if you're drawing a 
window, put plants or people on the other side of the 
glass to create a view through the glazing. You can also 
show reflections of nearby objects. Drawing diagonal 
lines across the glass also simulates reflections. 
• Add humour to your drawing. Don't be afraid to 
exaggerate key elements of the image. The benefit of 
making drawings from your imagination is that they don't 
have to be realistically accurate. 
• With freehand drawings, it's very easy to accidentally 
make then vertical lines crooked, especially if you're 
drawing at a slight angle to the paper. Use a triangle or 
straightedge and lightly draw a few guidelines with a 
pencil. You can easily see any nonparallel lines by 
standing away from the drawing and looking squarely at 
the image. 
• Working smaller and with less detail will save you time 
and still communicate your design idea. 
• Add a finishing touch to your drawing by erasing your 
layout lines, eliminating any unsightly line overlaps and 
improving any areas of the drawing that you're not happy 
with. Be critical of your work and always try to improve 
your technique. 
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QUICK TIPS: Direct Observation 
Drawing  
(Leggitt 20002:63) 
 
• If you're drawing outdoors, clip your paper to a piece of 
foam-core or heavy cardboard so it can serve as a 
windproof drawing table. 
• Don't overdraw your subject. Focus your drawing effort 
on visualizing the most important information, simplify 
and outline the less important objects, and leave the 
unnecessary data out of the drawing. 
• Create new information as you draw. You're no obliged 
to draw your subject exactly as it appears unless you've 
been told to do so. Go ahead and alter, modify, add to. 
And basically treat the object you're observing as 
drawing data from which you create a new image. This is 
a creative design process. 
• There's no harm in using a ruler or drafting triangle [set-
square] to help you keep lines straight. It's easy to 
accidentally get your lines crooked, which can diminish 
the quality of your drawing. 
• Tilt your drawing board up so you can work with your 
face square to the paper. If the board is flat and you're 
looking at it from a severe angle, the image may stretch 
out of proportion [parallax vision too – curving lines that 
look straight when drawn from this acute angle]. 
• If you have trouble drawing objects such as furniture or 
cars, try massing them out in simple rectangular 'shoe-
box' form first and then gradually blocking in the details. 
• Edit you unnecessary items and show only the 
information that you need to tell your design story. For 
example, if you're drawing a natural landscape and an 
ugly road and bridge is in the view, just leaved them out! 
[Carefully consider this! That so-called 'ugliness' may be 
the distinctiveness you are trying to identify about a 
place under investigation!] 
 
QUICK TIPS: Projected Images 
Drawing  
(Leggitt 20002:69) 
 
• Be familiar with the projection equipment that's available 
at home, work, or school for you to use. Do your best 
with the available equipment. 
• Light bulbs for slide projectors are expensive. You can 
extend their life by letting the projector cool down before 
moving the machine [this applies to computer data 
projectors in particular!]. When a bulb gets hot, the 
filament becomes brittle and is very susceptible to 
damage. Moving a warm projector could result in a 
ruined bulb. 
• Adjust the ambient room light so you can see the line 
work you're tracing. If the room is too bright, it will wash 
out the detail in the projected image. On the other hand, 
it will be too difficult to see your drawing surface in a 
room that's too dark. 
• Always take lots of photographs of your subject from 
different angles. Better to have a larger selection to 
choose from than just a few images. 
• If you have a design that lends itself to a before-and-
after theme, create your drawing from the photograph 
and present both the original picture and the final 
drawing. The comparison between the two will be very 
informative for the viewer. 
 
 
• It's much easier to draw from a projected image on a 
horizontal surface (tabletop) than a vertical surface 
(wall). Unless you're projecting a very large image, try to 
project onto a horizontal surface. Drawing on a wall 
surface can exhaust your arms. 
 
QUICK TIPS: Overlay and Tracing  
(Leggitt 20002:83) 
 
• Label a 9x12" [B4] envelope CLIPPING FILE FOR 
DRAWINGS and start filling it with clippings of people, 
transportation, landscaping [planting] that you find and 
cut out of newspapers and magazines. As your file gets 
larger, divide your collection into additional envelopes 
labeled with subcategories so you can find things easily. 
• You may need to enlarge or reduce traceable images 
form the entourage books to fit the exact size of your 
drawing. Start a three-rind notebook, label it TRACING 
FILE FOR DRAWINGS, and save each one of those 
resized copies for future use. 
• If you're tracing an image or a photograph and it's 
difficult to see all of the detail through your drawing 
paper, work on a light table. The detail will be easier to 
see. An easy makeshift light table is a piece of glass 
propped up on books with a desk lamp placed beneath 
the glass. 
• The more work you accomplish in the mock-up stage of a 
drawing, the easier and faster it will be to trace and 
complete the final drawing. 
• When you trace people, make sure to update their 
clothes and hairstyles to reflect current fashion. Redraw 
vehicles to reflect current models. 
• Your local library is an excellent source of traceable 
material, such as magazines, picture books, travel 
books, and children's books. If you find a reference book 
that cannot be checked out, use the library's copier to 
obtain your tracing images. 
• The best sources of people to trace may come form 
drawings that are already done. Always keep copies of 
your completed drawings and 'recycle' portions of them 
in new drawings. 
• Sometimes the image you want to trace is backward. If 
the image is simple enough, you can trace it on vellum, 
then flip the vellum over and trace it again. The image 
can be copied onto clear film (the same product that is 
used for overhead projectors), and then flipped and 
traced. You can also scan and flip images on a 
computer.  
• If you're having trouble drawing faces on people, don't 
hesitate to have you people facing away from the viewer. 
Draw faces only on the people in the foreground; the 
ones in the background can be drawn with a minimal 
amount of detail. 
 
QUICK TIPS: Cameras  
(Leggitt 20002:105) 
 
• Find out where you can get film developed easily, and 
plan your drawing time around the available service.  
• When you take photographs outside, always have the 
sun at your back. That way you'll always have a well-
lighted subject. Avoid taking pictures into the sun, as the 
images will be dark and poorly contrasted. 
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• If you can vary your camera's exposure settings, it's 
better to use a higher f-stop (f22), which increases the 
depth of field and ensures that a larger area will be in 
focus. 
• When you take photographs of people, transportation, 
and landscaping for use in drawings, file them in a 9x12" 
[B4] envelope labelled PHOTO FILE FOR DRAWINGS 
and save these pictures for future use in your drawings. 
If there are negatives, keep them with the prints in the 
same envelope. 
• Film is less expensive that your time. Always take more 
picture s that you thing you need, so you have lots of 
images to choose form. It's better to overshoot than to 
trudge back to retake pictures because you didn't get the 
right ones! 
• If you're using print film and the area that you're 
photographing is too wide to get into a single 
photograph, take a panoramic photo series (overlapping 
multiple pictures taken from left to right) and then splice 
the prints together to create a single image. 
• When you're taking photographs indoors, us a fast ISO 
400 film. Try to avoid taking flash photographs because 
the backgrounds of flash pictures are often very dark. 
• Here are some easy solutions to common photography 
problems: 
 
Distortion of the 
subject due to wide-
angle lens 
… Shoot with a 55mm lens. 
Subject too dark to see … Shoot with a flash 
Multiple photos in a 
panorama don't align 
… Shoot from a wide-angle to 
55mm lens [and/or use 
vertical format not landscape] 
Interior photos too dark …Shoot with a faster film 
(ISO 200 or 400) 
QUICK TIPS: Copiers  
(Leggitt 20002:111) 
 
• WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT COPYRIGHT 
LAWS: There are laws against photocopying 
photographs and drawings from most magazines and 
books. Many copy centres turn down jobs that involve 
possible copyright violations. Please be aware that if you 
photocopy any artwork or photography produced by 
another party, you must get approval unless permission 
is specifically given to copy that image. Exceptions to 
this rule are clip-art and entourage books, which are 
published for the express purpose of being reproduced. 
• Some colour copiers can enlarge an original drawing well 
beyond 11x17" [##]. The equipment digitally 'tiles' the 
enlargement into multiple sheets of paper that can then 
be accurately spliced together. For a nominal 
investment, you can turn your drawing into a poster. 
• Research the different types of papers you can use for 
making copies. Colour copiers use much brighter and 
higher grade of paper than the duller papers used in 
standard copies. You can purchase a ream of high-
quality paper and use it for all your copying work.  
• Compare different copiers you have access to. They may 
vary greatly in quality of reproduction. You're not looking 
for speed so much as how well the copier reproduces 
fine lines, black areas, and grey tones. Pick the best 
copier and use it again. 
• A reduced drawing often looks better that a full-sized 
copy. All minor imperfections are less noticeable at even 
a slightly reduces size. 
 
 
• Never assume the colour copies will come back perfect. 
Ask when the reproduction company last had its 
machines cleaned, what the best exposure might be for 
your drawing, and what the normal turnaround time is (so 
you don't have to pay rush charges). Ask a lot of 
questions! 
• Colour copies can be made on different weights of paper. 
You can even have double-sided colour copies made! 
Take a class trip or make a personal visit to a 
reproduction company and have a sales representative 
give you a thorough explanation of their copy services. 
The company wants your business, and should be very 
willing to answer your questions. 
• Here are easy solutions to common copier problems: 
 
Background too 
dark 
…Place a sheet of paper over 
the original before closing the lid 
Edge of image cut 
off 
…Leave at least ½" [12mm] 
border on all sides of your 
original 
Linework seems 
grey and uneven 
…Toner in copier needs to be 
replaced 
Dark splotches on 
the copy 
… Clean the glass, which 
probably has correction fluid on 
it 
Inaccurate colour 
reproduction 
… Copier in need of routine 
service. 
QUICK TIPS: Computers  
(Leggitt 20002:133) 
 
• When enlarging a photograph to trace over for a drawing, 
you can reproduce more detail by scanning the image 
and enlarging it with a computer than by enlarging the 
photograph with a standard copier. 
• Add people, cars, and trees to computer wireframes to 
ensure proper sizing of those elements when you create 
drawings from computer-generated information. It is easy 
to misjudge the scale of these objects without some 
visual reference. 
• If you on other designers to generate computer 
wireframes, work closely with them to select the exact 
view for a perspective drawing. Save and print several 
options for review. 
• Save all computer wireframes and renderings in a file to 
use for future references and presentation. 
• It is easy to commit large amounts of time creating 
computer models. If you are building a model for the 
specific purpose of tracing it for a drawing, simplify the 
computer model and show just enough information to 
have accuracy and proper scale. Try not to consume too 
much time generating information not necessary for the 
drawing process. 
• In 3D Studio VIZ, when setting up cameras to show tall 
buildings avoid the parallax phenomenon by placing the 
camera and its target at the same height. Use a wide 
field of view. Render with the Blow-Up options to clip out 
all the extra foreground space. 
• In 3D VIZ, use a matte/shadow material type applied to a 
plane for the base of a model to avoid showing the 'edge 
of the world' effect when the edge of the plane appears 
in the rendering. Essentially, your model casts shadows 
onto clean space. Your brain then converts the 
appearance of shadow into what it perceives is an 
infinitely large surface. You can use this technique with 
an alpha channel to paste your rendering into a 
photograph and have it cast shadows in the 
photographed surroundings. 
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• Plot computer wireframes at 11x17" [A3] or smaller to 
avoid making over-sized drawings. Only plot at a larger 
size if the amount of detail in the design dictates that the 
drawing be created at a larger format. 
 
QUICK TIPS: Drawing Tools  
(Leggitt 20002:157) 
 
• You can purchase 12x18"[?A3] resealable plastic 
storage bags, which are ideal for protecting your original 
artwork and copies from moisture and dust. Never leave 
your work uncovered. It's a good habit to trim your 
drawing paper or Mylar to 11x17" [A3] so it will be 
easy to file. 
• Felt-tip pen points don't stay sharp for long. The surface 
of Mylar is hard on pens, and wears the points down 
much faster than paper does. Always have extra pens on 
hand. 
• When colouring with markers, always apply your lightest 
colours first and gradually build the colours to the 
darkest markers. Reversing the order will cause the dark 
colours to smear. 
• You can add a texture to a pencil board underneath the 
drawing paper and rubbing your pencil over the paper 
surface. The textured finish of the board will be 
transferred to the drawing. 
• Soft pencil tends to smear when you're drawing on 
vellum or trace. Lightly spray the drawing with matt 
fixative as you work. To avoid breathing the fumes of the 
fixative, spray your drawing outside or in a well-
ventilated space. 
• Store your drawing pens upright in a tin or coffee mug, 
with the nibs pointed down. This keeps the ink close to 
the nib and the pen tip from drying out. 
• If you want different line widths in an ink drawing, you 
can use special technical pens that come in variable pen 
points. These pens can be refillable or disposable, with 
either permanent or water-soluble inks. Technical pens 
are often difficult to use, though, when you're trying to 
achieve a loose and variable line style. 
• Keep all your original drawings and copies away from 
direct sunlight. Some drawing inks and colours are 
subject to UV damage and will fade. 
• Don't throw away felt-tip pens and markers that are 
beginning to dry out. Sometimes a drier pen can be 
useful for creating a lighter-weight line, a softer grey 
tone, or a special effect. 
• Different shades of grey markers can add varied tones to 
an original drawing on trace or vellum that is intended to 
be diazo printed. Experiment with markers and a scrap 
piece of vellum. Make sure you know how to achieve 
different grey tones on a diazo print before ever using 
markers on your original drawing. 
 
QUICK TIPS: Colour Drawing  
(Leggitt 20002:185 
 
• Markers are sensitive to UV light, and colours can fade if 
exposed to direct sunlight. Be sure to cover your marker 
drawings or locate them away form the sun to keep the 
colours from changing over time. 
• When colouring a sky, make the area near the horizon 
light. Colour the sky darker as you go higher on the 
drawing. 
 
 
• When colouring against an edge of the drawing, use a 
ruler or drafting triangle as a guide to keep form 
colouring beyond the image area. 
• If your original black-and-white drawing is bigger than 
11x17" [A3] you can reduce it to fit an 11x17" [A3] 
format before adding colour. The reproduction can then 
be coloured and copied. 
• It may not be necessary to colour every square inch of 
your drawing. Be selective and you can save a lot of time 
by highlighting only the most important information with 
colour. 
• Have an extra copy or print made of your drawing before 
you start colouring. If you goof with the colour, you have 
the extra copy as a backup print. If you're unhappy with a 
portion of the coloured print, you can splice over that 
area with the second piece form the second print and 
recolour the section without having to start all over 
again. 
• There's no need to draw all the leaves on a tree if you 
plan to add colour. You can create most of the leaves 
with your markers or coloured pencils. 
• Try drawing on the front of tracing paper or vellum with 
an ink pen, and then colouring the drawing form the back 
side of the paper. The colour will be muted and soft, 
while the linework will be strong and contrasting quality. 
• You can add shade and shadow when you colour the 
final illustration. Putting tone into your black-and-white 
original is an unnecessary time investment. 
• Save all your charts for reuse on future colouring 
projects. Keeping charts will also save you time, since 
you won't have to invent your colour combinations all 
over again. If your chart is done with markers, make sure 
you store it in a dark envelope. 
• Don't be afraid to use bright colours in your drawings. 
Bright colours are useful for highlighting objects in the 
foreground, while more muted colours create a sense of 
distance. The farther an object is in the distance, the 
more faded its colours become. 
• Mixing media can improve drawing results. Add coloured 
pencil to a marker drawing, creating highlights or 
textures. Emphasize edges with a black felt-tip pen. 
• Apply markers and coloured pencils with strokes going in 
the same direction for amore uniform appearance. Lines 
going in too many directions are confusing to view. 
 
 
These notes make more sense when you see the images and 
actual drawings in Leggitt's book. Try and save up and 
acquire a copy for your long-lasting edification and pleasure! 
 
 
 
Reference: 
Leggitt, Jim (2002). Drawing Shortcuts: developing quick skills 
using today's technology. New York: John Wiley & Sons. 
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GRAPHICS #4 
Exploring and understanding 
through drawing 
Graphic Exercises using Visual 
Elements  
 
 
POINT [Riddell 1986:24-25] 
Some of the real uses of points or dots include: centres of 
daisies, freckles on a face, printed photographs use a dot 
screen.  
Investigate  you can create tonal effects (or shading to 
represent solid forms) by closely packing dots or spreading 
them apart. Movement and rhythm can be represented by 
lines of dots (or dashes), which also make interesting 
patterns. 
 
LINE [Riddell 1986:26-27] 
Lines can be used to make abstractions or simplified 
representations of forms. Artists use contour lines to outline 
objects and subjects. By adding some more broken contour 
lines, more detail can be created.  
Investigate  Hatching (multiple short lines) can create 
tonal effects for representing solid forms. There are several 
sorts of hatching – cross-hatching, vertical or horizontal 
hatching. Another interesting effect is created when no 
contour lines are used – just hatching to create the form. 
 
[Source of image: Porter & Goodman 1982:54] 
 
SHAPE [Riddell 1986:28-29] 
The basic (regular) geometric shapes are circle, square, 
rectangle, triangle and other polygons – pentagon, hexagon, 
octagon, dodecahedron, etc. Acute angles and diagonals 
generate excitement and agitation while circles and right 
angular shapes are more stable and restful in effect.  
Investigate  A figure or other form can be created by 
using cut-outs of paper – basic shapes, rhomboids, 
trapezoids, curvaceous composites, etc. When Matisse was 
going blind in his old age, he made some wonderfully simple 
pictures using this technique – only paper, scissors and glue 
required – although you can also make cut outs from cloth, 
other flat fabrics or magazines. 
 
FORM [Riddell 1986:30-31] 
The basic (regular) three-dimensional forms include the 
sphere, cube, cylinder and cone. Architects, sculptors, 
potters, jewellers and other craftspeople create three-
dimensional forms, while painters represent form on the 2 
dimensional 'canvas'.  
Investigate  Constructions based on geometric patterns 
can be created using string, weaving across spaces between 
pre-shaped curving wire. Consider the forms in fountains 
created by water being manipulated – smooth like glass 
sheets, jumping white water, rolling and wiggling lines, etc. 
 
COLOUR [Riddell 1986:32-33] 
The information colour gives us can be descriptive (realistic 
of the natural world), decorative (to create various effects) 
and/or symbolic (laden with meaning – red=stop – green=go 
– orange=go faster). 
Investigate  collect examples of colour camouflage and 
symbolic colour usage. 
 
TONE [Riddell 1986:36-37] 
Tone is created by light falling on objects – some parts are 
well lit, other parts receive little light and are dark. In 
pictures, tones can be used to create the illusion of solidity 
or depth, and used to evoke a specific mood or atmosphere.  
Investigate  Strong (tropical) light creates deep dark 
shadows and crisp changes of light to dark. Softer light 
means softer shadows and it is easier to see into the 
shadows. 
 
TEXTURE [Riddell 1986:36-37] 
The representation or illusion of texture can be achieved 
through tools that BRUSH, DRAW, CUT, SCRAPE, STAMP 
or EMBOSS. 
Investigate experiment with Scraffito – use wax crayons 
on paper, cover with black paint then scratch out a design 
revealing the colours underneath. 
 
 
 
DESIGN ELEMENTS REFERENCES 
Riddell, Bruce (1986), Art in the Making, Milton: Jacaranda Press, 
especially pp. 23-37. 
Porter, Tom and Sue Goodman (1982), Manual of Graphic 
Techniques 2, London: Astragal. 
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GRAPHICS #5 
Extending the explorative and 
rendering range of skills… 
EASY PRINTING 
TECHNIQUES 
 
 
LINO PRINTS 
Making prints from incised linoleum is useful skill. You can 
print onto paper of course, but also onto card and even 
fabric (e.g. T-shirts). Refer Goodman 1983:68-69. 
 
MATERIALS: Linoleum is one of truly enviro-friendly 
materials – based on linseed oil and other natural 
ingredients. As a floor covering it is very hard wearing too. 
The smell when new is wonderful – linseed meets pine! 
 
[Source: "This Old House: Linoleum Lives On" downloaded 
18 Jan 2002 from 
wysiwyg://53/http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/thisoldhouse/knowhow/tandt/
linoleum_2.htm  ]  
 
LINO CUTTERS: nifty tools for cutting into lino – being 
mostly wedges in profile, they scour out a 'ditch' and leave 
behind a neat line etched into lino, Equally useful for other 
soft materials, like rubber/plastic erasers. 
Lino prints are a type of relief printing. 
RELIEF PRINTS  
Relief printing (block printing) involves the transfer under 
pressure of ink, paint or dye form a raised surface… when a 
textural effect rather than a precise design is required, prints 
can be made from any surface that is elaborate in relief, 
such as that on leaves, bark, vegetables, and fruit. 
[Goodman 1983:66] 
 
Experimenting! Apart from the potato or the eraser, other 
sources of block prints include: "hessian, string, wood 
grains, corrugated cardboard" – the corrugations provide a 
series of parallel lines.  
 
 
Using a net/lace curtain material to put design on roller. 
[Source of Image: Porter & Goodman 1983:67] 
 
"Interesting effects can be gained from rolling a well-charged 
ink roller once over a flat piece of material, such as a net 
curtain, and [then] transferring its impression to a smooth 
piece of paper. Although the transferred image is a 
negative, this indirect-printing method represents the 
principle of offset reprography." [Goodman 1983:67, 
emphasis added]. 
ERASER PRINTS 
Making a personal 'logo' or emblem or insignia is an old 
human custom in many different cultures. Artists and 
designers are particularly fond of this concept. Traditionally 
in China and Japan, owners of art prints would add their 
personal stamp as proof of ownership. Owners can mark 
their books with distinctive stamps too. For students starting 
in this creative crafty area, this studio exercise will practice 
with small erasers! They have 6 sides on which to practice 
and develop your skills and designs and are VERY CHEAP!  
 
REMEMBER: when making a printing block with lettering that 
you need to design it in reverse 
otherwise when you print it, it 
will be back-to-front!! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 to STAMPING! 
 
 
PRINTING REFERENCES 
Porter, Tom and Sue Goodman (1983), Chapter 3 "Basic 
Printmaking Processes", Manual of Graphic Techniques 3, 
London: Astragal. 
NOTE: The other 3 volumes in this set are ALSO very useful guides 
for designers in the built environment.   
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GRAPHICS #6 
More on graphic techniques for 
designers  
COLLAGE and other 'Arges' 
 
 
'Arge' is a non-word I have used here to remind you how to 
pronounce these originally French terms! 
COLLAGE:  
From French = pasting. 
Assembling, then gluing on flat surface an assortment of 
materials for textural or meaningful effect. 
 
START with a clean sheet of flat base paper and build up 
composition with scraps of paper, thin card, cloth, metal or 
plastic material. Mix your materials ('mixed media') for 
greatest diversity! Practice effects before using them on your 
final sheet. Text can be compiled from printed sources 
(whole words or single letters). 
COLLECTIBLES: 
Sources of images, text, texture & colour:  
• magazines & newspapers 
• labels & packaging 
• free brochures & advertising 'junk-mail' 
• franked postage stamps (& used envelopes)  
• black & white photocopies & PC printouts 
• judiciously select/crop: postcards, colour photocopies; 
photos, colour PC printouts 
• found objects (cloth, feathers, leaves, bark).  
EDGES: 
• scissors or knife cuts are sharp and exact; control the 
paper, don't let it dictate to you. 
• 'pinking shears' come in different patterns (zigzag, 
waving lines, 'brackets', etc.) 
• ripping paper results in a 'shaved' (tapered thickness) 
edge with lots of wobbles – useful for blending with other 
colours & picking up multi-coloured paper (in section)  
COLOUR: 
• create your own coloured forms by 'mixing' scraps from 
magazines, like a mosaic effect 
• black & white photocopies can be coloured with pencils, 
water-colours, pastels, markers etc. 
• coloured transparent paper (e.g. cellophane, wrapping 
tissue-paper, yellow esquisse paper, butter paper etc.) 
can be added over other images (overlaid) or built up to 
make other colours. 
GLUE: use acid-free, clear-drying, smooth (no lumps) type 
glues e.g. Selley's 'Aquadhere'; avoid the spray adhesive 
(awkward to use & bad for the health – and the environment, 
furniture & carpet!) 
 
CLEAR UP AFTER YOURSELF! Please don't leave dried 
glue on the tables or scraps of paper everywhere. There's a 
sink, water, & rubbish bins nearby to all Studios – just bring 
your own 'Chux' or rags.  
 
"Assemblages" are similar in concept to collages except you 
can use big lumps of materials/scrap/objets trouvé. 
 
 
FROTTAGE:  
From French = rubbing.  
Creating textural effects or patterns by rubbing pencil over 
paper lying over heavily textured original item e.g. embossed 
book-binding, leather bag, placemat, leaf, etc. Rubbings from 
carved reliefs (bronze or stone) were popular ways of 
recording the decorations of past generations. 
MONTAGE:  
From French = mounting.  
Gathering together a selection of similar materials 
(photographs, cut-out illustrations) and arranging them into 
an interesting composition.  
Drawn design proposals can be mounted onto existing 
photographs of places to better describe the design ideas as 
completed on site  called photomontage. 
 
 
'ARGES'  REFERENCES 
Riddell, Bruce (1986), Art in the Making, Milton: Jacaranda Press, 
especially pg. 19. 
Porter, Tom and Sue Goodman (1982), Manual of Graphic 
Techniques 2, London: Astragal, especially pp. 56-57. 
 
 
 
Collage of West End by John Caldwell, QUT BBE2 student  
(from his Design Journal 2003:5). 
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GRAPHICS #7 
This involves cutting, scoring, 
folding, gluing,  & origami ! 
PAPER CRAFT 
 
 
MATERIALS: 
• Buy one set of multi-coloured papers (max A6 size) – 
e.g. WC Penfolds sells a range of notepad sets (tutti 
frutti – menthol – citrus – gelato!) each with 6 different 
colour selections under "Prismatics" label for only $3.95 
each (about 120 sheets in each) – BARGAIN! 
• Sharp and easy to handle scissors. 
• Bostick PVA glue in (50ml with 'nifty nozzle') or similar – 
e.g. from Officeworks. 
• Pens and pencils to decorate and doodle. Invest in a 
metallic liquid ink pen (gold, silver, copper) if you can 
afford it. 
 
PROCESS: 
Remember cutting out chains of paper dolls? The principle 
is to cut out shapes and lines into folded paper thus 
repeating the design many times. When the paper is 
unfolded the full pattern is revealed. You may find it easier to 
pencil out a design first then cut out with the scissors. The 
final pattern depends on where the folds are (laterally, 
longitudinally, diagonally) and what proportion of paper is 
used (square, rectangle, circle). Glue back of paper (perhaps 
where your pencil lines are) using the little spots of glue – 
ensure most tips of pattern are spotted. Glue into VIZLOG 
(or another flat sheet of contrasting coloured paper first). If 
you want , when its dry, you can augment the pattern with 
pens and pencils by 'doodling' or lettering over it. 
Experimentation is the name of the game. 
 
APPLICATION: 
• Cut-paper can be glued on colourful background papers 
to make greeting cards and bookmarks and to cover 
storage boxes! 
• Fabric artists and embroiderers have used cut-paper 
designs and patterns as inspiration for many years.  
• The folk art of many cultures also use cut-out 
techniques. 
• Paper can also be used to make fans and masks. 
 
Paper doll chain. These can be as long as your paper – you 
can join shorter lengths together. Useful as a party 
decoration – themes other than dolls include animals, 
geometric motifs, and faces. 
  
Cut-paper design. Black ink was used to trace out the lines 
of folds. Notice how the face is easier to read in the strongly 
contrasting black & white image. 
 
Johnson (1991) describes these basic ways of manipulating 
paper: cutting (including multiple fold cutting described 
already), curling, bending, folding, scoring, which can be 
combined in various ways to create special surface 
treatments and convert 2D paper into complex 3D forms. 
 
CUTTING: 
 
EXPANDING SPIRALS: Johnson 1991:16 
 
 
LANTERN: Johnson 1991:21 
 
 
STRIPS become 3D forms: Johnson 1991:97 
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SURFACE TREATMENT: 
Combinations of cutting, scoring and folding. 
 
 
Johnson 1991:34 
a 
 b 
 c 
3 views from Johnson 1991:66 
 
CURLING:  
Curling paper strips can be done by rolling around a pencil of 
other tube OR by stretching the paper over an edge (scissors 
or ruler) – as in curling the ribbon for wrapping presents!  
Also great for making curly hair for masks… 
 
FANS (FOLDING): 
 
 
Johnson 1991:43 
 
 a  b 
2 views from Johnson 1991:44 
 
SCORING: 
SCORING is a process that can change flat paper into 3D 
forms – lanterns, ruffles, or concertina bellows!  
These scoring marks can be achieved by folding a crease or 
by scoring with a dull blade, compass point, scissors or 
similar – you can use a ruler to keep the lines straight or 
follow a flexicurve or French curves.  
 
Experiment on scraps first to find the best method for that 
type of paper/card [Johnson 1991:46]. 
 
 
CURVES: Johnson 1991:47 
 
 a 
 b 
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2 views from Johnson 1991:52 
 
LANTERN: Johnson 1991:60-61 
 
MAKING ALPHABETS: 
 
Johnson 1991:198 
 
 
 
 
EXPERIMENTATION IS THE NAME OF GAME for all these 
techniques! 
 
Johnson 1991:199 
 
MOVING PAPER FORMS: 
Suspended paper/card forms that catch the slightest air 
movement are easy to create and frequently incorporate 
cutting and bending manipulations [Johnson 1991:84-84]. 
These 'mobiles' can be curvaceous or planar or combinations 
of geometries.  
 
Finally, these ideas about manipulating paper have been 
transposed to other materials – stiffened fabrics, expanded 
metal mesh, concrete, folded metal or plastic – and for other 
purposes – collapsible things like lanterns, light shades, 
fans or bellows and solid things like screens, sunshade 
devices and walls. Look about and you will find lots of built 
examples! 
 
 
PAPERCRAFT REFERENCES 
Bridgewater, Alan and Gill (197?), Guide to Paper Crafts, Popular 
Craft Guide Series, Sydney/London: Bay Books. 
Grater, Michael (1984), Complete Book of Paper Mask Making, New 
York: Dover Pub. 
Johnson, Pauline (1991), Creating with Paper: Basic Forms and 
Variations, New York: Dover Pub. 
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ORIGAMI 
Folding paper into 3 dimensional forms without the aid of 
glue! ORIGAMI began in Japan around the 17 th century 
following the creation of fine quality paper called Washi. 
 
 
 
[Source of images: Makoto 1996:50-51]. 
 
OTHER PAPER 3D FIGURES 
Three dimensional forms can be constructed by cutting, 
folding and pasting flat paper.  
The 5 regular solids are: 
 
[Source of images: Roberts 1970:47] 
 
For the 12-sided solid (or DODECAHEDRON), ensure 
accuracy in drawing out the 108°  angles of each hexagonal 
motif. Shaded sides are for gluing joins. 
 
[Source of images: Roberts 1970:48] 
 
aka. pyramid 
aka. cube 
 = Octahedron 
  
= Isohedron 
Equilateral triangles have 60°  angles and squares have 90°  
angles. Dotted lines are folds rather than joins. Remember to 
add extra seam width for gluing joins.  
[Source of images: Roberts 1970:49] 
 
 
PAPER SCULPTING & ORIGAMI REFERENCES  
Makoto, Yamaguchi (1996), Origami in English, Tokyo: Kodansha 
International Ltd. 
Roberts, A.K.F. (1970), Sculpting with Paper, Project Club Series, 
number 032, UK: Wolfe Publishing for the Dairy Industry. 
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GRAPHICS #8 
Drawing is a physical and mental 
skill that requires practice ! 
KEEPING A JOURNAL or 
SKETCHBOOK 
 
 
There are several terms used for this kind of book: DESIGN 
WORKBOOK, SKETCHBOOK, DAYBOOK, VISUAL DIARY, 
NOTEBOOK, JOURNAL or something else! 
 
"Try to develop your own personal notation or visual 
language to record your environment and ideas. Your 
daybook should be an extension of your mind, a graphic 
indication of the struggles that are going on in your 
subconscious. It should illustrate your design process. Write 
down your impulses and thoughts, practice your composition, 
work on the interaction between text and image. View each 
page as a design element. Draw and write in your daybook 
every day and carry it with you always."  
Source: Sullivan (1995:36) 
 
[Sullivan 1995:4] 
DESIGN GENERATION: A suggestion of form and space by 
the minimum graphical means. 
 
 
LANDSCAPE described minimally to maximum effect  
[Sullivan 1995:37] 
 
 
There are great benefits in using journals & sketch books  
[Ching 1990:186] 
 
TRAVEL JOURNALS examples: 
 
[Sullivan 1995:33] 
 
 
[Sullivan 1995:35] 
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DESIGN WORKBOOKS: 
Most design studio projects will call for a design workbook to 
accompany the finished drawings. This is another version of 
the daybook or sketchbook – one specific to the research, 
analysis of data and design idea generation for a particular 
project. Here are some examples of pages out of such 
design workbooks: 
 
  
Caldwell 2003:12 
 
  
Caldwell 2003:60 
 
Reflective thinking is an inherent part of this process of 
designing by drawing. You are testing out ideas, picking out 
the best bits, discarding the less effective bits and grabbing 
any pieces of serendipity that come your way.  
 
A design journal is an insight into your personal design 
process and the workings of your creative mind. For 
teachers, your student design journals can explain to us 
where you went right and where wrong, and so help us help 
you improve! 
 
 
 
HISTORY JOURNALS: 
The history journal is another way of using notebooks to 
explore graphically certain topics for current projects and 
future reference. They are your sourcebooks for the future. 
 
   
MacIntosh 2003: 21 
 
 
MacIntosh 2003: 48 
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HISTORY JOURNALS continued: 
 
   
Hulme 2003:3  
 
 
Hulme 2003:48 
 
 
GRAPHIC ARTIST'S SKETCHBOOK: 
 
 
 
How the professionals do it:  
JAIME HAYON sketchbook, illustration in magazine POL 
Oxygen, issue 4, 2003, pg.77. 
This is a highly recommended journal for designers of all 
sorts – voted internationally the best design magazine 2003. 
 
 
 
 
References: 
Ching, Francis D. K. (1990). Drawing: a Creative Process. New 
York: Van Nostrand Reinhold. 
Engwicht, David (1992). Towards an Eco-City: calming the traffic. 
PLACE: Envirobooks. Sketches by Michael Gunn. 
Sullivan, Chip (1995). Drawing the Landscape. New York: Van 
Nostrand Reinhold. 
Many thanks to the students who let me take copies of images in 
their workbooks: John Caldwell, Tammy Grice, Glenn 
MacIntosh and Jane Hulme. 
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EXTRAS!! 
 
TITLES, SCALES, NORTH POINTS 
 
STUDENT TITLE BLOCKS  basic information to record 
what drawing is about: e.g. Student name / date / project 
name / unit name. 
Compare with the information on TITLE BLOCKS for 
PROFESSIONAL OFFICES = detailed information about 
drawing, e.g. Firm's Name / date / project name & location / 
drawing title / sheet number / project number / client's name 
/ draftperson's name, etc.! 
 
SCALES  
(These depend on your discipline – some maps are 
wonderfully weird – 1: 33,333 or 1:100,000) 
1:1000 for plans (very large areas – whole parks/sites); 
one of orthophoto series 
1:500 for site plans (large areas) 
1:200 for plans (large areas) >> engineers use 1:250 
1:100 for plans, sections & elevations (basic location 
drawings) 
1:50 for detail design (plans, sections & elevations) 
1:20 for more detail design (construction details) 
1:10 for more detail design (construction details) 
1:5 for detail design (especially industrial design) 
1:2 for detail design (especially industrial design) 
1:1 for detail design (especially industrial design) 
 
SCALE BARS 
 0  1  2  3  4 5m 
     
 
 0  1  2  3  4 5m 
     
     
 
NORTHPOINTS 
Preferably pointing straight UP the page! 
Or at least ABOVE the 'horizon'… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DRAWING LANGUAGE 
Seek out definitions of the following:  
Plan (Location- ; Site- ; Key-) 
Section 
Elevation 
Construction Detail 
Free-hand Drawing 
Technical Drawing  
Character Sketch 
Axonometric Drawing 
Isometric Drawing 
Perspective Drawing 
Analytical Drawing 
Concept Stage  Conceptual Dwg 
Sketch Stage  Sketch Dwg 
Documentation Stage  Working Dwg 
(Dwg = DRAWING). 
 
NB: Standard paper sizes – see page 9. 
 
 
DESIGN VOCABULARY 
Each professional discipline has its own set of jargon. Here 
are some buzz-words explained to help you to speak the 
same language and understand what your tutors mean!  
All sourced from Burden 1999 unless noted otherwise. 
Atelier = "A place where artwork or handicrafts are produced by 
skilled workers; a studio where the fine arts including 
architecture are taught."  
Collage = "An artistic composition of often diverse materials and 
objects, in unlikely or unexpected juxtaposition, which are 
pasted over a surface, often with unifying lines and colour."  
Contextual = "Any doctrine emphasizing the importance of the 
context in establishing the meaning of terms, such as the setting 
into which a building is placed, its site, its natural environment, 
or its neighbourhood." 
Critique = a presentation of student design ideas to a jury of 
tutors and student peers, to encourage constructive criticism 
and discourse about work – which should not be confused with 
torture or ego-grandstanding! [Sim] 
Draft = "A preliminary sketch or a design or plan, especially one 
executed with the idea of potential revision or refinement."  
Esquisse = "A first sketch or very rough design drawing showing 
the concepts or general features of a project."  
Juxtaposition = "The state or position of being placed close 
together or side by side, so as to permit comparison or 
contrast." 
Rendering = "A drawing, especially a perspective of a building or 
interior space, artistically delineating materials, shades and 
shadows, done for the purpose of presentation and persuasion."  
Scheme = " The basic arrangement of an architectural [or other 
design] composition. Preliminary sketch for a design."  
Stakeholders = The people directly and indirectly involved in a 
project or a place under investigation, including: owners, 
residents, users, visitors, neighbours, etc. [Sim] 
Study = "A drawing executed as an educational exercise, 
produced as a preliminary to a final work, or made to record 
observations." 
Vignette = "A drawing that is shaded off gradually into the 
surrounding paper so as to leave no definite line at the border." 
Burden, Ernest (1998), Illustrated Dictionary of Architecture, New 
York: McGraw-Hill. 
Why so many French words? Because the leading design 
educational institution in the 19 th century was the Paris 
architectural school called 'ÉCOLE DES BEAUX-ARTS'. We 
still find their terms useful! 
 
SOME OTHER TERMS: 
Contour Lines  
Fenestration 
Landscape furniture  
Structural planting  
Urban infrastructure  
Spatial definition 
Visualizing 
 
SOME VERY BIG IDEAS:  
Equity 
Inclusivity 
Community Consultation 
Environmental Responsibility 
Sustainable Design 
Environmental Sustainability 
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ORAL PRESENTATIONS 
 
Presenting designs, ideas and opinions to others is part of a 
every professional's daily work. Getting on with strangers is 
important when undertaking community consultation or 
meeting new clients for the first time. Overcoming a natural 
modesty (even shyness) will be a big part of your learning 
agenda at university.  
  
 
Here are some helpful tips… 
BE PREPARED!  
 If you don't know what you are talking about neither will your 
audience. If your tutor corrects your pronunciation, consider it a 
boon – better now than embarrass yourself in front of a client! 
 
PRACTICE! 
 Use those neat palm-cards we all learnt about in Primary School 
– but avoid big, messy scraps of paper you can never find your 
notes on! 
 
BE POSITIVE AND CURTIOUS!  
 Confidence is infectious. So is lack of confidence. Your audience 
needs to have faith in your opinion and ability. Old fashioned 
'bluff' goes a long way here! Don't be rude to other students or 
staff (some day they may be your boss or your client!) 
 
BE INTERESTING BUT AVOID BEING A FOOL! 
 If you are bored so is your audience. Stand-up comics are not 
appropriate here; but the right amount of humour can be VERY 
effective in getting across your message. Find the balance. 
 
BE BRIEF BUT COMPREHENSIVE! 
 L-O-N-G speeches will switch off your audience VERY quickly; 
lack of explanation is annoying too. 
 
SPEAK UP and SPEAK OUT! 
 Mumble and we will know you have no confidence. Watch out for 
those wretched, over-rated crutches (Aaaah, Ummm, Errrr) as 
they annoy the hell out of everybody! PROJECT your voice to 
the back of the room. This is no time to be cute & coy. 
 
AND DON'T FORGET TO ENJOY YOURSELF!  
 
 
 
AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS (AILA) 
 
This the professional Institute for LANDSCAPE 
ARCHITECTS and as a student you should get a student 
membership. Check out the website for more. 
 
AILA National Office 
GPO Box 1646, CANBERRA ACT 2601 
Ph: 02 6248 9970    Fax: 02 6249 7337 
Email: ailanat@aila.org.au  
 
http://www.aila.org.au/  
 
Queensland AILA State Group: 
PO BOX 3259 SOUTH BRISBANE QLD 4101  
70 Merivale St SOUTH BRISBANE 4101 
Ph: 07 3846 4900   
Fax: 07 3846 5087 
Email: rhondae@raia.com.au  
 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS 
(ASLA) http://www.asla.org/asla/ 
 
PROFESSIONAL Journals 
 
Get into the habit of perusing the latest issues in the library 
– a real visual feast and intellectual banquet! Keeping up-to-
date is called having a current awareness strategy. Find out 
how frequently these are published: 
 
Landscape Australia  
AILA, Mont Albert, Victoria: Landscape Publications [free with AILA 
memberships] 
Landscape Design : Journal of the Institute of 
Landscape Architects 
Institute of Landscape Architects (UK); London 
Landscape Architecture 
American Society of Landscape Architects: Washington, D.C.  
Landscape Journal  
USA – University of Wisconsin 
Kerb 
RMIT (Landscape Architecture), Australia 
 
 
GET TO KNOW THE LIBRARY, GARDENS POINT  
V block 
 
For other library info /opening times, etc.:  
http://www.library.qut.edu.au/  
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Ching has several new texts published in the area of 
graphics for designers, e.g. 
 
Ching, Francis D.K.and Juroszek, S.P. (2010). Design 
Drawing, 2nd edition. New Jersey: John Wiley 7 Sons. 
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